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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, we study the applications of geometric process (GP) model to 
the warranty and queueing problem. We first briefly discuss some properties of 
the GP model. Then we stiidy the application of the GP model to the warranty 
policy problem. Two kinds of policy are introduced here, which are 7V-repair 
warranty policy and n-renewal warranty policy. The explicit expression for the 
long-run average cost per unit time for both consumers and manufacturers are 
derived respectively. Furthermore, the optimal policies for the consumers and the 
manufacturers are determined accordingly. 
Second, we apply the GP model to the repairable M / M / 1 queueing system. 
Assume that the service station of the queueing system is subject to failure. 
Moreover, it will be replaced by a new and identical one when it had failed for 
certain times. In modeling the operating time and repair time, we assume that 
they form a decreasing and increasing GP respectively. Then a set of differential 
equations and two reliability indices are derived. By using a numerical method, 
the differential equations are solved and the results are compared with that of 
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The geometric process (GP) model will be studied in this thesis. Moreover, two 
applications based on the GP model will also be studied. One of the applications 
is the analysis of warranty policies, and the other is the analysis of a repairable 
M / M / 1 queueing system. 
In modeling the operating and repair times, several approaches were often 
used in the research. The most common approach is the perfect repair model. It 
assumes that the system after repair is "as good as new". In practice, it is not 
always the case. In the real situation, a failed item after repair is usually getting 
worse and has poorer performance. Because of aging effect and accumulative 
wearing, operating times of the item after repairs will be shorter than before. 
Barlow and Proschan [4], Phelps [22] and Ascher and Feingold [1] investigated 
the minimal repair method, in which a failed item after repair will have the same 
failure rate and the same effective age as at the time of failure. It enlightened 
that an alternative approach is to study a monotone process model. 
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The GP model was first introduced by Lam [12] for modeling a deteriorating 
repairable system, where the successive operating times form a decreasing GP and 
the consecutive repair times form an increasing GP. Thereafter, the GP model has 
been used in the study of the optimal replacement problem for a one-unit and 
two-unit deteriorating system respectively, (see Lam [11] and Lam and Zhang 
17, 18]). 
By considering the GP model, we will study two practical problems. The first 
one is the analysis of warranty policies. In the twentieth century, the role of war-
ranty in product sales have been becoming more and more important. Basically, 
a warranty is used to ensure manufacturer to give maintenance or replacement 
for a defected or failed product within a specified period after purchasing. We 
can view a warranty as a contract,ual obligation incurred by a manufacturer in 
connection with the sale of a product (see Blischke and Murthy [5]). In case 
the product fails, consumer can receive free repair or replacement. On the other 
hand, it is also an advertising tool for the manufacturer to promote the prod-
iicts and compete with other manufactures. Better warranty terms convey the 
message that the risk of the product is low and hence attract the consumer to 
purchase it. Therefore, product warranty has often cost implications to both the 
manufacturers and the consumers. 
There are different types of warranty policy provided by the manufacturer. 
Indeed, warranty policies may depend on the nature of the product and its usage. 
Here we may only concern those warranty policies dealing with home appliances. 
However, the results are also applicable to other products. The most common 
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policy is the free replacement warranty (FRW). Under the FRW policy, the prod-
uct is repaired or replaced free of charge within the warranty period W. When the 
free repair period expired, consumers need to pay a repair cost for repairing the 
item or a replacement cost for purchasing a new item. Whenever a replacement 
is conducted, a failed item is replaced by a new and identical one. 
Extensive research work has been done on the analysis of the warranty poli-
cies. Blischke and Scheuer [6] tried to derive the expression for the expected 
costs over the product life cycle from both consumer's and manufacturer's point 
of view. Special attention was devoted to analysis of renewal function for the 
random variable representing the time interval between item purchases in [7 . 
Moments of replacement costs to the consumer were then derived by Bacler and 
Sahin [3]. Moreover, several directions of future research on warranty analysis 
were suggested. Moskowitz and Chun [20] and Murthy et al. [21] worked on the 
problem dealing with two-dimensional warranties that are usually offered in auto-
mobile sales. In addition, Blischke and Murthy [5] suggested extended warranty 
to be a topic in futiire research. 
In this thesis, two kinds of policy will be studied, namely N-repair warranty 
policy and n-renewal warranty policy. For TV-repair warranty policy, it first begins 
with FRW. After the free repair period, the consumer needs to pay a repair cost 
for repairing the item whenever it fails. At the time of the {N + l)th failure, the 
item will be replaced by a new and identical one. For n-renewal policy, it also 
begins with FRW. After the free repair period, the consumer renews the warranty 
contract by paying a renewal cost. The renewal of the contract will be made for 
3 
77, times, and then the consumer will replace the item by a new and identical one. 
By minimizing the long-run average cost per unit time, we can find the optimal 
policies for consumer and the manufacturer respectively. 
The study of a queueing system with a repairable service station is an im-
portant topic in queueing theory and reliability studies. It has been developed 
tremendously since the pioneering work of Thinivengadam [26] and Avi-Itzhak & 
Naor [2]. They studied a single-server queueing process in which the service fa-
cility is subject to breakdown. By using Markov renewal process, Cao and Cheng 
8] studied the M / G / 1 queueing system with a repairable service station. They 
obtained the queueing quantities of the system and some reliability indices of the 
service station. 
However, similar to the warranty policy problem, most of the research was 
based on the assumption that the repair is perfect, i.e., a failed service station after 
repair will be "as good as new". Due to aging effect and accumulated wearing, 
most systems are deteriorative. Most service stations are also deteriorative. This 
means that the repair is usually imperfect. Thus the successive operating times 
for the service station is decreasing and eventually dying out. In other words, 
the total lifetime of the service station could be finite. In general, it would 
be more reasonable to assume that the repair times of a service station are not 
negligible. The consecutive repair times may be increasing and tending to infinity, 
i.e., the service station is finally irreparable. Ba^ sed on all these reasons mentioned 
above, we believed that applying a geometric process to modeling a repairable 
queueing system would be more direct and more reasonable. Lam and Zhang [19 
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considered a repairable M/M/1 qiieiieing system. By using the GP model, they 
then calculated some queueing characteristic of the system and some reliability 
indices of the service station by using the Laplace transform techniques. However, 
they assume that the service station will not be replaced even though it had failed 
for certain times. In practice, if the service station had failed for some times, it 




Geometric Process Model 
2.1 Introduction 
Most of the research in repairable replacement problem have made the as-
sumption that the repair of a failed item is perfect, i.e., an item after repair will 
be "as good as new". In practice, this is not always the case. Because of aging 
effect and accumulative wearing, most items are deteriorative. The successive 
operating times of an item after repair will become shorter and shorter and an 
item will be dying out eventually. In other words, the total lifetime of an item 
should be finite. On the other hand, the consecutive repair times of an item after 
repair should be increasing, i.e., it is finally irreparable. For these reasons, a more 
reasonable approach is to apply a stochastically monotone process. First of all, 
a simple stochastic order relation is reviewed as below. 
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Definition 2.1 Given two random, variables X and Y, if 
P{X > a) > P{Y > a) for all real a, 
then we say that X is stochastically larger than Y and denoted by X >st Y or Y 
is stochastically less than X and denoted by Y <st X. (see, e.g. Ross [24]). 
Furthermore, we say that a process {Xn : n = 1 ,2 , . . . } is stochastically 
increasing if Xn <st ^n+i for all n 二 1,2, . . . . Similarly, we say that a process 
{X„, ： n 二 1, 2,. •.} is stochastically decreasing if Xn >st ^n+i for all n = 1,2, 
It is well known that a renewal process (RP) is a sequence of nonnegative 
independent and identically distributed (IID) random variables. Lam [11, 12 
introduced the following geometric process. It is a generalization of RP, as well 
as a simple monotone process. 
Definition 2.2 A stochastic process {X„ : n = 1 ,2 , . . . } is a geometric process 
(GP) if there exists some a > 0 such that {a""^X^, : n = 1 ,2 , . . . } generates a 
RP, The positive number a is called the ratio of the GP. 
Lemma 2.1 A GP is stochastically decreasing (increasing) ifa > 1 (0 < a < 1). 
If a = 1’ the GP reduces to a RP. 
2.2 Some Properties of Geometric Process 
Given that { X „ : n = 1,2, •..} is a GP with ratio a > 0. Let the distribution 
function and the density function of Xi be F and f respectively. Also a s^siime 
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that E(Xi) = A, Var{Xi) = a^. Then 
綱 = 去 , V a r ( X ^ . ) = J ^ . (2.1) 
We can interpret Xn as the time between the (n — l)th and nth event. Let 
Sn = E"=i Xi, n > 1, then Sn is the time of the nth event with S^ = 0. Let 
iV(s, s + 力 ] b e the number of events in the interval ( 5 , s + f]. When s=0, we may 
use the notation N{t) = N{0, ]^. As the mimber of events by time t will equal 
the largest value of n for which the nth event occurs before or at time t, we can 
define a counting process for t > 0 such that 
N{t) = sup{n : Sn < t}. 
Moreover, there exists an important relationship between N{t) and Sn, which is 
given by 
N{i) > n ^ Sn < t, (2.2) 
i.e., the mimber of events by time t is greater than or equal to n if, and only if, 
the nth event occurs before or at time t. From (2.2), we obtain 
P(N(t) = n) = P{N(t) > n) - P{N{t) > n + 1) 
二 P{Sn < t) - P{Sn^l < t), 
since random variables X“ i > 1, are independent. It follows that Sn 二 F"_i X； 
‘ —‘//—丄 /, 
is distributed as F^, the n-fold convolution of F with itself. Hence, 
P _ = n) = F j t ) - F r ^ M t \ (2.3) 
where Fn{t) is the distribution function of Sn. 
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Now we want to discuss some limiting properties of GP. The following theorem 
was proved by Lam [16 . 
Theorem 2.1 Ifa > 1，then 
P( lim N(t) = oo) = 1 and lim E[A^(t)l = oo. 
^t^oo \ ‘ t—oo 
Proof. 
Let Yn = Xn — ; ^ , n 二 1, 2 , . . . where A = E{Xi). Define 
Tn = E % 
i=l 
then 
E(T„,|Ti,...T„,_i) = ^ ( ^ n - 3 ^ + E^:|Ti , . . .T ,_ i ) 
" ' i=i 
二 Tn-1 
since E[Xn) 二 去 from (2.1). Hence {T„,, n = 1,2, •..} is a martingale with 
respect to { K , n = 1, 2 , . . . } . Because 
n 









< ^ ^ ' 
as a > 1. By martingale convergence theorem, with probability 1’ l im„ .—J„ 
exists and is finite, i.e., there exists an integrable random variable X such that 
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E\X\ < 00 and 
00 A 
lim Tn 二 X^pCi r r ' n—00 ” L a''-i 
7 , = 1 
= £ - - ^ 
1=1 
= X . 
Therefore, 
00 ^^ 
^ Xi = h X < 00 with probability 1. 
i=i "' — 1 
Since S”. 二 E L i X:, it, implies that 
Pi lim 5„ < 00) = 1， 
^n-*oo 
or equivalently, P(lim„,—oo Sn = 00) = 0. Moreover, since the only way that 
lim„,—oo N{t), the total number of events that occurs, can be finite, if and only if 
one of the interarrival time to be infinite. Hence 
P(lim N(t) = 00) = 1. 
t^oo 
Also, by using monotone convergence theorem, we have 
lim ^[iV(t)] 二 oo, for a > 1. 
t — OO 
Thus, N(t) has infinite expectation and tends to infinity as t tends to infinity. 
The proof is completed. 
In addition, let 6{t) denote the time from t until the occurrence of next event, 
and let ^(t) be the time from t since the last event, i.e., 
<^ W = ^N(t)+i - t (2.4) 
and 7(力）=力_如”. （2.¾ 
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If we say an event occurs if an item fails, then as in renewal theory, 6{t) can 
be interpreted as the residual lifetime of an item at time t. Similarly, ^{t) can 
be viewed as the age of an item at time t. It is interesting to determine the 
distribution of S{t) and 7(t). Let F{t) = 1 — F{t) be the survival function. By 
conditioning on the value of N{t), Zhang [27] obtained the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 The survival function of6(t) is given by 
— 00 ,.t _ 
p _ > x) = F{t + .7：) + E / 巧《"(力 + .T - y)Wn{y). 
n=l ‘ 0 
and the survival function 0 / 7 ( t ) is given hy 
F{t) + E~i i m 4 - y))dFn{y) for 0 < X < t, 
嚇 ) > ^ ) 二 < 
0 ^ > t. 
Proof. 
For S(t), consider 
P{6{t) > x) = P(yS_+i > 卡 ' + •力 
oo 
二 Y^ P{Sn < t, Sn^l > t + .T) 
n = 0 
00 1.00 
二 7(t + x) + Y^ I P{Sn < t, Sn+1 > t + .T|5„, = y)dFr,{y) 
n:l . 0 
二 TXt + .T) + f； f P(Xn+l > t + .T - y)dFr,{y) 
n=l • 0 
00 nt — 
=:^(, + . 0 S I F{a^'{t + x-y))dFr^,{y). 
n=l . 0 
Moreover, the second part of the theorem is followed immediately by noting that 
P{6(t 一 x) > x) for 0 < X < t, 
P ( 7 ( t ) > . T ) 二 < 
0 T > t] 
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F{t) + [ 二 . t W , ( t — y))dF4y) for 0 < .T < 力’ 
r= < 
0 .T > t. 
Besides the distribution function and density function, we are also interested 
in the expected value of S(t) and 7(^). 
Theorem 2.3 The expected value of6{t) and 7(t) is given by 
\ � 00 1 -
^(^W) ^ 7 T T o-T^7kP_ = k')—力 
“‘—丄 L k=o (�' . 
flA � � 1 “ 
and E{j{t)) = t - — 1 — [；；^户(例力）=於）. 
(】—丄 L fc=o “‘ . 
Proof. 
First of all, we consider the value of E[SN{t)+i)- By conditioning on the 
numbers of events by time t,, we have 
0 0 
E(S_+i) = Y^E0Nmi\N(t') = k:)P[N�t) = k) 
k=0 
00 
二 Y^E[Sk.+AN�t) = k)P�N�t) = k) 
k=0 
0 0 fc+1 
二 T M J : x m _ = k) 
k-0 i=l 
\ 0 0 1 
= ; ^ ^ ( i - - ) W H ) 
A � � 1 ‘ 
= ^ h g ; ^ m w = " ) j . (2.6) 
Since N{f) represents the number of events within the period (0,^], it is 
straightforward to have the result that E £ o ^ ( ^ W == ^ ) = 1. Therefore 
E{8{f)) = E(^S_+C-t 
\ � 00 1 “ 
- ; 7 ^ «' - E ^ p ( m = k) —t. 




E{SMit)) 二 Y^E[S_\N[t) = k)P�N�t) = k) 
k=0 
\ � oo 1 -
= ； ^ 1 - E • ^ . 聊 ) = ^ ) (2.7) 
«' 一 丄 L k=o 0' � 
And hence 
^ \ 「 0 0 1 “ 
嚇 ) ) = f — ； ^ 1 — E 力 _ = " ) . 
a’ 一 丄 L k=o n' � 
2.3 Geometric Process Model for the Exponen-
tial Distribution 
In this section, we will discuss a special case of the GP model where X^ has 
the exponential distribution Exp(//) with distribution function 
Fi (x) = F (X i < .T) 二 1 _ e-"_'|:, .T > 0’ 
with E(Xi) 二 1/// and Var{Xi) = Y|y? and the distribution function of X„, is 
Exp(a",-i//) with a > 1. To determine the distribution of Sn = E?=i X,:, we need 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2 Assum.e that {Xn,n 二 1,2，...} is a sequence of independent ran-
dom, variables, and Xn has the exponential distribution E.7:p(A„,)，then the density 
funcUon of the sum Sn = E2=i X,,. is givem by 




We can prove Lemma 2.2 by mathematical induction (see Chiang [9] for de-
tails). In particular, if {X^, n = 1, 2，...} forms a GP, and Xn has the exponential 
distribution Exp(a""^/v,) , then the density of Sn is given by 
/ „ W = ( - i ) 1 ' , ) M . . > " - V ) | ; ^ ^ P ^ ^ 
= ( - i ) ^ ( - 4 n C ^ 3 L ) . (2.9) 
j.#,'. 
Now it is easy to check that the distribution function of Sn is given by 
Fn{T) = f'mdt ''0 
二 ( — l ) � ( n - i ) / 2 f l - e x K - a - ^ . . ) 
、 ^ ^^«'卜11^=1(0产-1-0广1) 、 ) 
j¥'： 
We can also derived the expectation and the variance of Sn from (2.1). Here 
we get 
E{Sr,) = Y.E(Xn) 
-i=i 
n 1 
= V — ^ 
tl «,卜1"' 
— a",-i - 1 
:",a",-2(tt_ 1)， 
and 
Vo,r(Sn) = EVo.r{X,) 
i=i 
n 1 
二 £ ^ ^ ^ 
一 g2(n-l) _ 1 
二 " 2 a 2 ( - 2 ) ( a _ l ) -
Furthermore, we can evaluate the distribution of N{t) as the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.3 If {Xn,n = 1, 2 , . . . } forms a GP, and X„, has the exponential dis-
tribution Exp[o^'^^) , then 
P{N(t) = n)= 
( i � “ , - — i � / 2 | v (1 - e.Tp(-g-Vvi))(l + a - 2 — g^-i) 
(—1) ", ] k a - 2 n ; j ; 5 ( a - i - a [ i ) + 
�� 
1 - exp(-a^fd) ] 
a".-i n;=i(«", - «尸)J . 
Proof. 
From (2.3), we have 
p(JV(t)=n)==Fn(t)-Fn+l(t) 
( ,^n-1n(n- l ) /2 >p 1 - exp[-o'- '^lf) _ 
= ( - 1 ) a' h^'-'m=ii^'-'-"'-') 
� � . 
,一1、n"n(n+l)/2 ^  工 _ 6於《卜»  
( ) g a ' : - i n ; i i ( a ' : - i _ « " ” 
J.7^ ': 
( 1 � � 1 .Y.-n/2 ^ [1 — exv[-a'-^ii)][a'-^ - a") + a[l - exy[-G^-^ii)]. 
二（—1). “‘ ] h a - i r r f U a H — a H ) + 
. j#': 
g[l - exp{-o.^fd)] \ 
a-n;=i(a-_fl"-i)} 
‘ 
(广」,,丄-1�/9 f [1 - exp{-a-^,mi + a - 2 - a".-i) 
= ( — 1 ) ‘ ] h a，:-2n� : i (aH—aH) + 
� i#'i 
1 - exp{-a^fd) \ 
a",-i n;=i(a",-a—i)[ 




Analysis of Warranty Policy by a 
Geometric Process Model 
3.1 Introduction 
Nowadays, most of products such as home appliances, industry and commercial 
products, even military equipment, are sold with warranty. The study of this topic 
is of importance to both manufacturers and consumers, though their motivations 
are different. For consumers, they usually have difficulties in choosing the best 
product from different characteristics and warranty policies offered by different 
manufacturers. They want to purchase the products with the warranty policy 
which is of most benefit to them. On the other hand, mamifactiirers wish to keep 
their expenses at a minimum by using favourable warranty items. At the same 
time, they also want to build up a reliable and goodwill for their products and 
hence increa^ e^ sales. It looks like a tag-of-war between both parties. Thus it is 
16 
interesting to analyze these problems by using a probabilistic approach. 
A lot of research had been done about the topic of warranty policy. However, 
most of the research assumed that a repair on the product is a perfect repair, i.e., 
a failed product after repair will be "as good as new". Unfortunately, this is not 
always the case. Therefore, it seems that the geometric process model should be 
more reasonable for analyzing the warranty problem. 
In the following sections, two kinds of policy will be discussed. One is the 
N-repair warranty policy and the other one is n-renewal warranty policy. By 
using the long-run average cost per unit time, the optimal solutions for these two 
policies are obtained for both manufacturer and consumer respectively. 
3.2 Consumer's Policy 
To determine the optimal policy for manufacturer, we should assume that 
the consumer can always choose the optimal action. Therefore, it is essential to 
consider the consumer's tactics. 
For determining the optimal policy for a consumer, the long-run average cost 
per unit time is used as the criterion. We say that a cycle is completed if a 
replacement is completed. Thus, the successive replacement times form a renewal 
process. By applying the standard result in renewal process, the long-run average 
cost per unit time is then given by 
Expected cost incurred in a cycle 
Expected length of a cycle ( 3 . ” 
17 
(see, e.g., Ross [23] for reference). 
Suppose that a consumer purchases a new item at time 0 under our policies. 
Let Xi denote the operating time of the item before the first failure and let 
X.“ i = 2, 3 . . . be the operating time of the item after completion of the (i — l)th 
repair. In practice, a failed item after repair is usually getting worse and has 
poorer performance, so that the operating time after repair will be shorter than 
before. Thiis the successive operating times {Xn, n = 1, 2，...} of the item after 
repair should forms a decreasing GP with ratio a {a > 1). Let Sn = E^=i ^ i 
where So = 0, it is the total operating time of the item until the nth failure. For 
simplification, it is assumed that the manufacturer can finish the repair and the 
replacement instantaneously, i.e., the repair time and the replacement time of the 
failed item are negligible. 
Before evaluating the long-nm average cost per unit time to the consumer 
or the manufacturer, we first introduce some notations and some assumptions. 
Let Cy denote the repair cost of a failed item paid by the consumer who has the 
warranty contract expired and without renewal of it. The amount CR is the price 
of a new item or the replacement cost incurred by the consumer. The renewal 
cost of warranty paid by the consumer is denoted by c^. Let the repair cost 
incurred by the manufacturer each time the item fails be c^  and let c^ be the cost 
of the manufacturer to conduct a replacement. Furthermore, we assume that 
c^ < acR and Cy < pCR where j3 < a < 1. (3.2) 
Assumption (3.2) is reasonable since the renewal cost or the repair cost should be 
18 
relatively smaller than the replacement cost incurred by the consumer. Otherwise, 
when the item fails, consumer will simply buy a new item rather than repair it 
or renew the warranty contract. Moreover, we also assume the consumer once 
chooses a policy at the first cycle, he will apply the same policy forever. 
3.2.1 A^-Repair Warranty Policy 
In this section, the N-repair warranty policy will be considered. Under this 
policy, the manufacturer agrees to repair a failed item free of charge up to time 
W after the time of initial purchase. When the free-repair period is expired, 
the manufacturer claims no responsibility to repair the item. More than that, 
once the item fails after time W, the consumer will pay a repair cost c^ to the 
manufacturer in order to repair it. At the time of the {N+l)th failure after time 
W, the consumer will replace the failed item by a new and identical one. 
Under 7V-repair warranty policy, let Ccp{N) be the consumer's cost incurred 
in a cycle. Then the expected consumer's cost in a cycle is given by 
E(Ccp{N)) = Nc, + CR, (3.3) 
since the item is being repaired for N times after the free repair period W and 
then the item is replaced. Note that the expected consumer's cost is a function 
of N rather than the other parameters. It is because the consumer can choose 
only the number of repairs after W. 
Turning back to evaluate the expected length of a cycle, it is easy to see that 
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the expected length is just equal to E{SN{w)+N+i)^ Therefore, similar to (2.6), 
00 
E(SN(w)+N+i) = E E{SN(w)+N+ilN{W) = k)P{N{W) = k) 
fc=0 
二 ; ^ h g ^ W ) ^ / ^ ) . 
入 广 - y o ) …、 
= a ^ ( a - l ) ‘ (3.4) 
where y�= E £ o ^^i^i^) = ^)- Consequently, from (3.1), the long-run aver-
age cost per iinit time to the consumer for the A^-repair warranty policy, denoted 
by Acp{N), is then given by 
cP( ) E(SN{W)+N+l) 
二 g ^ ( a - l ) INC, + CR] 
_ ~ ~ ~ A " " " k + i - " c J • ( ) 
In order to determine the value of N so that the long-run average cost per unit 
time is minimized, we consider AAcp{N), the first difference of Acp{N), where 
AA,p{N) = A,p{N + 1) - A,p{N). (3.6) 
Now, 
A^p(7V) 
_ gW(a-l) r(iV + l)c,, + CHl _ a^{a-l) lNc,^CR 
= A [ aN+2-yo J A ~ ~ k + i - " o 
二 ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ { ( 〜 摩 1 ) 一 -
{o^^^'-yo){Nc,^cn)} 
= A K + , ; : ' x J + 2 i , ( l — 軌 + c« ) + “和“+1 一 Wc.J. (3.7) 
As the geometric process model is being used, we assume that the ratio a > 1. 
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Since E ^ o P(N{W) = k) = 1，it is easy to see that y�< 1. Hence a^ — y�> 0 
forA^ = 0 , l , . . . . 
For simplifiction, let 
二 a " ( a - l ) 
1 一 X(o,N+i-yoXaN+2_yo) 
B2 = "o(l-a)(A^Cu + Q?) 
and B3 = a(a,N+i — yo)cy. 
Then from (3.7), 
AA,p{N) = B,{B2 + Bs). 
If a > 1, then it is straightforward to find that B^ > 0, B3 > 0 but B2 < 0 since 
the values of Cy and CR are both greater than zero. However, when the value of 
n is sufficient large, it is easy to show that B3 must be greater than B2. Hence 
AAcp{N) must be positive when N is large enough. Now we consider the case for 
AAcp{N) > 0, i.e., 
yo(l - a){Nc., + cn) + o,{a^^^ - Vo)c, > 0, 
c.o[Nyo{l-o)^o{a^^^-yo)] > a ( a - l ) ^ 
CR a(a^+i - y�� 
: < ^ ^ J ^ - N . (3.8) 
Then a useful lemma can be obtained here. 
Lemma 3.1 Under the N-repair warranty policy, the long-run average cost per 
unit time to the consumer Aap{N) is an increasing (decreasing) function of N, if 
c_R<(�)+�-y�)_N. 
Cy yo[a' — 1) 
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For finding the optimal policy, another lemma is also needed. 
Lemma 3.2 Let 
9 , & - N ’ 
then g(N) is a m.onotonic increasing function ofN. 
Proof. 
Consider 
_ - _ = ^ ^ ^ - ( - 1 ) - ¾ ¾ ^ + " 
二 a " + 2 — y� 
— Vo 
> 0. 
Since g{N) is an increasing function of N, we can obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 Let 
Ar* • K r + ' " + 1 - Po) .r ^ CR \ 
N = m.in { N : -‘ — N > — > , 
� yo(o, - 1 ) c, J 
then the N*-repair warranty policy is an optimal policy. Moreover, the minimum 
long-run average cost per unit time for the consumer, Acp{N*), for N* > 1， 
satisfies 
昏 綱 - # (3.9) 
Proof. 
The proof of the first part is straightforward from Lemma 3.1 and 3.2. From 
(3.5), since 
" " ) = l ^ h a ' (3.10) 
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and from Theorem 3.1, we know that the optimal policy N\ for N* > 1, should 
satisfy two inequalities 
—< g{N') and ^ > g{N* - 1) (3.11) 
Cy ^V 
as g{N) is an increasing function of N. By substituting both inequalities into 
(3.10), we have 
^ (AT) < oN*[a-l)Cv [ ^ 和 料 1 1 0 ) — 一 
Ap(7V j < A(a^ +^i - Vo) yo(a — 1) 
—a"*+� 
\yo ‘ 
, ^ a,N*(a-l)c,tj ��r* a(a,N*:yo) 
- • �A K * + 1 - : ) , + i ^ - , + 1 
N* 




This completes the proof. 
3.2.2 n-Renewal Warranty Policy 
Now we consider another warranty policy which is called an n-renewal warranty 
policy. It can be viewed as a kind of extended warranty policy. Under this policy, 
the manufacturer agrees to repair a failed item free of charge up to time W from 
the initial purchase time. At time W, the end of the free-repair warranty period, 
the consumer will pay a renewal cost Cyj to the manufacturer for renewing the 
contract. During the extended warranty period L, the manufacturer repairs the 
failed item at no cost to the consumer. Then the consumer renew the warranty 
for n times after time W. At the time W + nL, the consumer then replace the 
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item by a new and identical one. Then we say a cycle is completed. 
For this situation, the expected consumer's cost in a cycle is given by 
E{Ccn{n)) = nc^ + CR. (3.12) 
It is easy to see that the expected length of a cycle is just equal to W + nL. 
Therefore, under n-renewal warranty policy, the long-run average cost per unit 
time to the consumer is given by 
场 ) = 織 （3.13) 
Then similar to A/"-repair warranty policy, we can find the value of n*, the number 
of renewals, for minimizing the long-run average cost per unit time Acn(n). To 
do this, consider the first difference of Acn(n), where 
AAan(n) = Aan.(n + 1) - Acn(n) 
_ (n + l)c^ + Cji 一 nCy, + CR 
二 M/ + (n + l)L — H^ + nL 
_ Wc^ - LcR  
={W + nL){W + {n+l)L)- ( ^ . � 
As the denominator of (3.14) is positive, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 Under n-renewal warranty policy, the long-run average cost per unit 
time Acn,(n) is a non-decreasing (non-increasing) function ofn, if 
^ > (<)—. 
CR-^-^W 
The above lemma gives a clue to choose n such that Acn[n) is minimized. The 
choice of optimal n depends on the relative magnitude of the CR and c^, and the 
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length of free-repair period W and the extended period L. From (3.2), we have 
imposed an assumption that c^； < CR. Hence if the extended warranty period is 
greater than or equal to the free repair period, i.e., L > W, Acr,{n) must be an 
decreasing function of n. 
Theorem 3.2 The optimal n-renewal policy is chosen as helow: 
(i) IfCyJcR > L/W, then the policy n*=0 is optimal and 
^n^' ^cn{^') — ^cn(0) 二 —. 
(ii) IfCyj/cR < L/W, then the policy n*= 00 is optimal and 
， ' A c n ( n ) = Ac“oo) = ^ . 
3.2.2.1 Modified n-renewal warranty policy 
The previous section has discussed the n-renewal warranty policy. Now we 
consider a modified form of n-renewal warranty policy. Assume that the consumer 
replace th'e item at the first failure time after time W + nL. In this case, the 
expected consumer's cost incurred in a cycle is just equal to (3.12). On the other 
hand, the expected length of a cycle is modified as 
W + nL^E[6{W + nL)]. (3.15) 
Here the residual lifetime of the item after time W^nL is denoted by 6 ( W ^ n L ) . 
By Theorem 2.3, the expected residual lifetime of the item after W + nL, n = 
0，1,... is given by 
A � � 1 -
E{S(W^nL)) = ~ ^ o,-Y.—P{N{W + nL) = k) - (W + nL) 
a'-丄 L fc=o “ � 
二 A(a-yJ__ i), 
a - 1 
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where yn 二 E £ o 去户(例评 + ”丄)二 k), Before determining the optimal policy, 
we first discuss some properties of yn. Since a > 0, we have 0 < y^ < 1, n = 
0,1，..., and hence a — yn > 0, n = 0 ,1 , . . . . Furthermore, consider 
Vn - Vn+l 
oo 1 oo 1 
= E 4^(^(W^ + nL) = k) - ^ -P{N(W + {n + l)L) = k) 
k=0 Q' ‘ k=Q a'. 
一 pr 1 1 pr 1 
一 ^^fjN(W+nL)i J^[^N(W+{n+l)L)i 
^N{W+{n+l)L) 一 ^N{W+nL) 
二 五[fjN(W+in+l)L)+N{W+nL) . • 
Since iV(VK+(n+l)L) > N{W+nL), it implies that aN(w+{n+i)L) > ^N{w+{n+i)L) 
as a > 1. Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4 Let y„, 二 E £ o ^P{^i^ + ”丄）=从 n=0,l, .... Then 
Vn > Vn+l-
For investigating the limiting property of y„,, we need the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem 
Suppose {fn} is a sequence offunction ofX such that 
/w = Jis>,w 
exists for every x e X. If there is a function g such that 
/nWI < P W , ”' = 1,2”..， 
then 
lim I fndx = I fdx. 
n—oo J J 
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(see, e.g. Rudin [23], for the proof). 
Lemma 3.5 
lim Vn = 0. n—oo 
Proof. 
For a > 1, it is easy to see that ^7^ < 1 for all t > 0. From Theorem 2.1, we 
know that F(lim^_oo N{t) = 00) = 1. Then with probability 1, 
lim - ^ ^ = 0. 
“00 aN(t) 
Hence by Lebesgiie's Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have 
lim E\ .,,„., pJ = 0, 
n—00 ^fjN(W+nR)i , 
and the proof is completed. 
Now, under modified n-renewal warranty policy, the long-run average cost per 
unit time to the consumer is given by 
. ( r , ) 二 ”'c- + CR 
A:n(n) — v^^ ^_ ^x + E[8{W + nL) 
_ (g-l)(nc^ + cfl) 
二 A(a - y . , )~~• (3.16) 
Substituting n == 0 into (3.16) and (3.5), it is easy to see that >U,(0) is just 
equal to A;p(0). Similar to the previous section, we can find n, the numbers of 
renewal, for minimizing the long-run average cost per unit time. For this purpose, 
consider the first difference of Acn{n), 
AAcn{n) = A:n(" '+l)--A:n(n) 
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_ (fl-l)[(n+l)c^^ + ^] _ (g — l)(nc^ + c^) 
X(a - yn+i) X[a-yn) 
二 T7——(〜1) r{[(n + l)c^ + CH] (a -y „ , ) -
A(a - yn)[o, 一 yn+i) 
{nc^ + CB){a-yn+i)} 
=T7——("�/ 1) V[("n+i - Vv)(nc^ + Cfi) + {a — 2^,)cJ. (3.17) 
Ko.-yn){a-yn+i) 
Similarly, consider if AA^nW > 0, i.e., 
{Vn+i - yn){nCuj + Cn) + (a - yn)c^  > 0 
c^[n{yn+i - "n) + (fl, — Vv)] > CR[yn - ^„,+i). 
And hence 
CR 7 0,_yn 
— < n. 
Cw Vn - Vn+l 
Lemma 3.6 Under n-renewal warranty policy, the long-run average cost to con-
sum.er Acn,(n) is a non-decreasing (non-increasing) funcMon ofn, if 
CR z / � � a — yn — < (>) n. 
Cw Vn - Vn+l 
The above lemma is useful for us to find an optimal policy for consumer. 
However, it is difficult to find an optimal policy for this case. Let 
w � 0, - yn 
h,[n) — n, 
Vn - Vn+1 
then consider 
Ah(n) = h(n + 1) - h{n) 
a' - yn+i f^,l) 0, - yn _ 
=— 1”' + 丄 J h n 
Vn+1 — Vn+2 Vn — Vn+l 
_ (a - yn+l)[{yn - Vn+l) — {Vn+l 一 ^n+2)' 
{Vn+l - yn+2)(yn - Vn+l) • 
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Now, it is not easy to compare the difference between Vn—Vn+i and y„.+i -y^+2, 
i.e., we can find that h{n) is not a monotonic increasing function ofn. Thus, there 
is no analytical solution of optimal consumer's policy for modified 7 7 , - r e n e w a l 
policy. Alternatively, we may use simulation method for finding the solution. 
3.2.3 Optimal Policy to Consumer 
From previous sections, we have disaissed two different kinds of warranty 
policy. Moreover, the optimal solution for each policy has also been derived. At 
this moment, a comparison of Acp(N*) and Acn{n*) should be made to find an 
overall optimal policy for the consumer. 
Under the condition c^/cR, > L/W, from Theorem 3.2, we know that the 
optimal n-renewal warranty policy is n* = 0. Therefore, we can compare Acp{N*) 
and ^cn(0) and yields 
Acp{Nn-Acn{nn = ^ ( A H - ^ n ( 0 ) 
7V* 
^ _ ^ — c^ 
~^~W 
= ^ ; ^ [ a ^ V c . , - ApoCji]. (3.18) 
So if ApoCR < a^*WCy, an overall optimal policy for consumer is to replace the 
product at W, at the end of the free repair period. On the other hand, under the 
same condition, the optimal policy is iV-repair policy if \yoCR > o.^*^^Wc,, since 
� ( i n — ‘ K ) < ^ - | 
= A ^ 1 ^ ' ' * ^ ' ^ " - - Xy,cn]. (3.19) 
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Then, an overall optimal policy for consumer is 7V*-repair warranty policy. 
Similarly, under the condition c^jcR < L/VK, the difference between Acp(N*) 
and Acn.{n*) is given by 
Ac,{N*) - A^r^in*) = A,p{N*) - Ae.(oo) 
_/V* 
�0 ' Cy Cyj 
\yo L 
=x^^"'^*^^'" ~ ^^ °^ 1^- (3.20) 
If XyoCyj < a^*Lcy^ then the overall optimal policy for consumer is to renew the 
contract forever. On the other hand, if XyoCw > a^*^^Lcy, the overall optimal 
policy is A/"*-repair warranty policy. In conclusion, we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.4 The optimal policies for the consum,er can he determined hy table 
3.1: 
Conditions Optimal Policy Minimum Average Cost 
Cw > Oi'cR, Cy > |3'cR ~~0-renewal policy >U,(0) 
Cw > a'cR, c., < p"cR N*-repair policy Acp(N*) 
Cw > a'cR, 0-remewal policy ^„,(0) ifA^,(0) < Acp(N*) 
P"cR < c,, < p'cR N*-reparr pohcy A^{N*) if A^(0) > Acp{N*) 
c^ < a'cR, Cy > j'cy, oo - renewal policy Acn(oo) 
Cy, < ct'CR, c., < i'c^ N*-repair policy A^{N*) 
c^ < a'cR, oo-renewal policy >U(oo) ifAcn(oo) < Acp(N*) 
Ycw < c.o < ic^ N*-repair policy Acp(N*) ifA^n{oo) > A^(N*) 
Table 3.1 Optimal Policies to consum,er under different conditions 
where a' = L/W, /?' = XyJ{a^*W), “ � = XyJ{a^*+'W), i = A%/(a"*L), and 
7" = Xyo/{a^*^'L). 
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However, it should be noted that the above result should apply in combination 
with the assumption given by (3.2) and some of the policies are never optimal 
under certain conditions. This may depend largely on the values of a', /?', 7', j3" 
and 7 � . Relations connecting these parameters are clearly, 
7' = " > ' , 7" 二 (y'jo/ (3.21) 
and " " < " ' , 7 " < 7 ' . (3.22) 
Lemma 3.7 Ifa' > a or p' > (3, then c^ > a'cR or Cy > j5'cR never hold. This 
implies that replacem,ent at the end of free repair period Wis never optimal. 
The above discussion of optimal policies for the consumer will be clear if a 
chart is drawn as below. 
C'U 
CR n 




00-renewal ^ policy 
P'CR policy ^ D I 
/ Pi : 
�CR / ^ F I 
/ y ^ A^*-repair 
/ y ^ policy 
“ “ ‘ ^ ^W 
0 , 
a CR acR CR 
Figure 3.1 Determination of Optimal Policies 
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Note: P1: Choose 0-renewalpolicy ifAcn{0) < Acp{N*) or choose N*-repair policy ifAcn{0) > 
Acp{N*). P2: Choose oo-renewal policy if Acn(oo) < Acp{N*) or choose N*-repair policy if 
Acn{oo) > Acp{N*). 
According to Theorem 3.4, Figure 3.1 illustrates the mechanism of choosing 
optimal policies for the consumers under the conditions 
0 < a' < a and 0 < (3' < (5 (3.23) 
The diagram is divided into five areas. OC represents the line c^ = ^'cyj 
and OE represents the line Cy = j"c^. Since 7' > 0 and 7 � > 0, the positive 
slope of both lines are justified. Clearly, OC pass through the origin (0,0) and 
{a'cR,P'cB) and OE pass through the origin (0,0) and (a'cn,^"c^) . The lines 
OC, OE, AC, CD, CE and EF represent the situations where two of the 
five policies are both optimal compared with the others. C and E are the two 
most special points where four and three policies are indifferent to the consumers 
respectively. These are also the important concept to the mamifactiirers who can 
determine the costs involved in advance. 
When one of the conditions in (3.23) does not hold, Lemma 3.7 is applied. 
However, Figure 3.1 is no longer valid if one or more policies become unavailable 
and we can simply understand that the area of possible choices is always bounded 
by the rectangle whose coordinates are (0,0),(0,/^^:^),(0!¾,/?¾) and (acn,0). 
The area outline the rectangle is thus omitted. 
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3.3 Manufacturer's Policy 
From manufacturers' point of view, they should define the warranty terms 
as favorable as possible to them. The length of free-repair warranty period W 
is fairly constant in the market of a particular product. For example, home 
appliances like televisions may have a free-repair period of 2 years. This time 
period is usually fixed by manufacturer for effective administration. The repair 
cost Cr and the replacement cost c^. incurred by the manufacturer are also assumed 
to be fixed. 
However, the renewal cost c^ and repair cost Cy paid by the consumer which 
may be different between brands and can be determined by the manufacturer. 
As to provide better warranty service and minimize its cost at the same time, 
the manufacturer needs to determine the conditions and the terms of a warranty 
contract carefully. Therefore, the manufacturer can define the renewal cost and 
repair cost in the warranty contract such that his purpose can be achieved. 
To determine an optimal policy for minimizing the long-run average cost per 
unit time to the manufacturer, we assume that the consumer has sufficient infor-
mation and is clear enough that can always choose the optimal action. Again, 
the long-run average cost per unit time for the manufacturer is given by 
Expected cost incurred in a cycle 
Expected length of a cycle (3.24) 
Case 1. iV*-Repair Warranty Policy 
Now, assume that a consumer applies iV*-repair warranty policy. In this case, 
the manufacturer is willing to provide repair services up to N*th failure after 
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time W, expiration of the free warranty period. Obviously, the expected cost to 
the manufacturer in a cycle is given by 
Cm.pM = Cr[E{N{W)) + i T ] + c^, - Cep(7V*), (3.25) 
where Ccp{N*) is the expected cost per unit time paid by the consumer in a cycle 
and the value of 7V* is determined by Theorem 3.1. The expected length of a 
cycle is just same as the length of consumer. Here we denote the long-run average 
cost per imit time for the manufacturer by Arr,,p{cy). Hence, 
, ( � _ Cr[E{N(W) + N^]+Crr,-C^{N*) 
^mp{C'U) — TP{ c ^ 
^WN{W)+N*+l) 
二 Cr[E{N{W)) + 7V*] + c^ - [7V*c, + c^ 
— 轴 - M j o ] 
_ a�(a - l){c^, - CR + c,[E(7V(T )^) + N*] - N*c,} 
_ AK*+i - y,) (3.2¾ 
In equation (3.26), there includes a term E{N{W)), the expected numbers of 
failure within the period (0,VK]. Although it is complicated for finding the an-
alytical expression of E{N{W)), the value of E(N{W)) does not influence for 
determination of the optimal policy for manufacturer. 
Case 2. n*-Renewal Warranty Policy 
Assume that a consumer uses n*-renewal warranty policy. Then the manufac-
turer is responsible for repairing any failure up to time W + n*L. So the expected 
cost in a cycle to the manufacturer is given by 
Onn(n, c )^ 二 Cr[^(A^(Py + n*L))] + c^ 一 C^(n*). 
The expected length of each cycle is same for both consumer and mamifactiirer. 
For this case, the long-run average cost per unit time to the manufacturer is given 
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by 
, ( * � — CrE[N{W + n*L)] + c^, - C^{n*) 
^m,n[^' ？ C^) — r71/ r» \ 
^WN{W+nL)) 
=CrE[N(W + n*L)] + c^, - [n*c^ + CR  
— W + n*L 
Cm 一 CR + CrE[N{W + n*L)] — n*c^ , � 
= w T ^ L . (3.27) 
From Table 3.1, we know that under the condition c^ > a'cji and c.^  > p'CR, the 
optimal policy for the consumer is 0-renewal policy. Hence for the manufacturer, 
the long-run average cost per unit time under these conditions is given by 
AUO，cJ = c . — c " ' + ; r _ ( , ) � (3.28) 
Similarly, under the condition c^ < a'CR and Cy > y'c^, the optimal policy for 
the consumer is 00-renewal policy, the long-run average cost per unit time is 
, ( 、1. E[N{W + NL)]cr c^ 
A “ o o ， c J 二 j i : — ~ ~ L — - (3.29) 
However, the first term of expression (3.29) can not be determined analytically. In 
conclusion, combining the results with (3.26), (3.28) and (3.29), we can summarize 
as the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5 The long-run average cost per unit time to the m,anufacA,urer based 
on the policies chosen by the consum,er is given hy Table 3.2. 
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Conditions Consum.er's Policy Manufacturer's 
Cost 
1. c^ > a'CR,Cy > P'CR, 1 ~ 
忍.c^ > a'cR, p"cB. < c., < (i'cR 0-renewal policy A^,„,(0, c^) 
and ylcn(0) < A,j,{N*) 
3. c^ > tt'cfl, Cy < P"CR 
4- C^ > a'CR,3"CR < C., < (3'CR 
and Acp(N*) < ^n(0) 
5. c^ < a'cR, c., < i'c^ N*-repair policy A-(N*, c,) 
6. c^ < a'c_R, i'c^ < Cy < 7'c^ 
and Acp{N*) < ^n(oo) 
7. c^ < a'cR, Cy > j ' c^ ~ 
8. c^ < a'cB., i'c^ < Cy < 7 ' ; oo-renewal policy A ,^„,(oo, cJ 
and Aan{oo) < Acp{N^) 
Table 3.2 Long-run average cost per unit time to manufacturer under 
different consum,er's policies 
3.3.1 Optimal Policy to Manufacturer 
Under different consumer's policies, manufacturers may vary the vahies of c^ 
and Co under certain constraints in order to minimize their expense, where the 
other parameters are fairly fixed among other competitors. The constraints are 
those conditions under which the consumers may decide and choose appropriate 
actions. 
For example, under the conditions that c^ > a'c^ and Cy > (3'CR, i.e., con-
dition 1, the optimal policy for consumer is the 0-renewal policy. At the same 
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time, the long-riin average cost per iinit time for the manufacturer under this 
situation is given by A^,n(0, c^). It is easy to see that from expression (3.28), 
Ann(0, Cw) is independent of c^ and <v Thus, it is free to choose c^ and Cy pro-
vided the previously stated condition holds. Combining with assumption (3.2), 
the optimal policy to manufacturer under condition 1 is to set c^ G [a'cR, acpi 
and c* G [P'oR^Pcn]. Of course, in the practical situation, manufacturers should 
choose c*^ = a'cR and c* 二 p'CR, It is because the competitive of the item will 
be increasing when the repair cost and replacement cost of the item are reduced, 
while at the same time, there is no effect to the expense of manufacturer. 
Similarly, under the condition c^ > a'cR, c,„ < (3''CR or c^ < a'cR, c^ < 7"c^, 
i.e., condition 3 and 5, the consumer will choose A/"*-repair warranty policy which 
can minimize the cost. The long-run average cost per unit time for this policy 
is given by A^,p(c,„, N*). From expression (3.26), we can find that the expression 
depends only on the repair cost Cy. Due to the constraint Cy < /3cR, manufacturer 
is not free to raise the repair cost. Hence under both conditions, we choose Cy 
as large as P"CR, Then from (3.26), the long-run average cost per unit time to 
manufacturer under these condition is given by 
Am.p{N%c.,) = A("L":7i 1—)�{" '^* [Cn^  + Cr{E{N{W)) + AT*)] — 
a^*^'W + XN*y,] 
^ ' ' j • (3.30) 
Similarly, under the condition 4 and 6 in Table 3.2, Cy should be chosen as 
P'CR, Hence the long-run average cost per unit time to manufacturer under both 
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conditions is given by 
‘ ( # � ) = + L : ; 1 _ ) % ) 卜 - + cAE{N{W)) + 7V*)] - a'N* +广％}. 
(3.31) 
Hence we can summarize as the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6 The optimal policies for the manufacturer can he determined by 
Tahle 3.3: 
Conditions Consum,er's Manufacturer's Policy Manufacturer's 
Policy < < Cost 
1 0-renewal [ a'cn, acR ] [p'cn,pCR ] A^,n(0,c；)~~ 
2 policy [ a'cR, acR ] / (3"cR, j3'cR ] 
3 [ Oi'CR, acR ] W^ 
4 N*-repair [ a'cn, acR ] W^ Amp(N\ ¢) 
5 policy a'cE, (3"cR 
6 ^ Wn. 
7 oo-renewal a'cR [ (3'cR, PcR ] ~An„,(oo,c:)~ 
8 pohcy ^ lP"cR,0'cR ] 
Table 3.3 Optimal policies ofd^ and c* for manufactures 
Note: The conditions are defined in Table 3.2 
The above theorem gives the vahies (or the ranges of values) of c^ and c* so 
that the long-run average cost per unit time for manufacturer is minimized. 
3.4 Numerical Examples 
For both policies, is not easy to find an analytical expression for the term 
yn,u = 0，1,... . Even though for a simple distribution such as exponential 
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distribution, we have a distribution function of N(t) (from Lemma 2.3), it is 
complicated to determine 如 = E £ o ^P{N(W^nL) = k). Therefore, simulation 
method is now employed to find the value of y^. 
In this section, we will illustrate a numerical method for finding the optimal 
solutions which are discussed in the previous sections. The parameter sets are 
chosen as (i) a = 1.02, A = 4.0, (ii) a = 1.02, A = 2.0 and (iii) a = 1.05, A = 2.0. 
Note that in our examples, the ratio a taken to be close to 1. The reason is that 
in most practical case, the decrease in successive operating times is qiiite slow. 
This is not only due to our practical experience, but is also hased on the real 
data analysis (see Lam [14] for reference). 
Here, the Monte Carlo method is applied for simulating a sequence of the 
operating times. First of all, a GP {Xn ,n = 1, 2 , . . . } is generated in which 
X „ has the exponential distribution Exp(a"-^A). To do this, the International 
Mathematical and Statistical Library (IMSL) subroutine DRNEXP is used to 
generate a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables 
{Zn,n = 1 ,2 , . . . } , each having the exponential distribution Exp(l) . Then by 
taking the transformation Xn 二 Z„,/(fl"-iA)，the data set {X„, ,n = 1,2’...} is 
then a realization of the GP with X „ , �E x p ( a " " U ) , and it is a sequence of 
simulated operating times for the item. 
Next, we consider 
oo 1 
Vn = E -^(^(^ + ^'^) = ^) 
A;=0 0' 
oo 1 
二 ;E "^F(SA:SW/ + nL,Sfc+i>H/ + rzL). 
k=o a 
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In order to simulate the value of P{N(W + nL) = k) for different value of k, 
we simulate 1000 realizations for each k. At the same time, define an indicator 
function I{N{w+nL)=k,i}, where 
‘ 1 if Sk < Vl^  + nL and Sk+i > H^ + nL 
I{N{w+nL)=k,i} = in the zth realization, 
�0 otherwise. 
Then EJS° ^{N(w+nL)=k,i} denote the total number of the event N{W + nL) = k 
occured in 1000 realization. And hence for each k, 
1 1000 
P{N{W + nL) = k) = — 5： I{Miw+nL)=k,i} 
i=l 
is the simulated probability of N{W + nL) = k. We calculate the terms from 
k 二 0 to 1000, thus total 1001 terms of P{N{W + nL) = k) for k = 0，1’... 1000 
has been calculated. And we finally find the value of 如 for n = 0 ,1 , . . . 35. The 
results are listed in Table 3.4. It is easy to see that the value of y^ is decreasing 
in n and converge to 0. 
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n a = 1.02, A = 4.0 a = 1.02, A = 2.0 a 1.05, A = 2.0 
" 0 H 0.919702 0.960331 0.904117 
1 0.845108 0.920057 0.806438 
2 0.761271 0.883849 0.715776 
3 0.685894 0.840942 0.613399 
4 0.605684 0.801684 0.520847 
5 0.529021 0.764209 0.425781 
6 0.452010 0.723796 0.332976 
7 0.374331 0.686059 0.234973 
8 0.294038 0.647204 0.153897 
9 0.213048 0.611231 0.091645 
10 0.141966 0.564222 0.038238 
11 0.074869 0.534002 0.017772 
12 0.030951 0.487427 0.005455 
13 0.008309 0.448731 0.001262 
14 0.001811 0.410459 0.000851 
15 0.000312 0.373773 0.000154 
16 0.000191 0.337078 0.000000 
17 0.000000 0.292285 0.000000 
18 0.000000 0.254954 0.000000 
19 0.000000 0.217029 0.000000 
20 0.000000 0.177721 0.000000 
21 0.000000 0.140837 0.000000 
22 0.000000 0.102435 0.000000 
23 0.000000 0.076926 0.000000 
24 0.000000 0.048331 0.000000 
25 0.000000 0.029958 0.000000 
26 0.000000 0.017868 0.000000 
27 0.000000 0.009790 0.000000 
28 0.000000 0.006215 0.000000 
29 0.000000 0.003146 0.000000 
30 0.000000 0.000909 0.000000 
31 0.000000 0.000507 0.000000 
32 0.000000 0.000097 0.000000 
33 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
34 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
35 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
Table 3.4 The simulated value ofy^ using different parameters 
After calculating the values of y^, the results can be used for finding the long-
nin average cost per unit time for both policies. For A/"-repair warranty policy, 
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we first use Theorem 3.1 to determine the number of repairs for minimizing the 
long-run average cost per unit ime Acp(N). Here the parameter values are taken 
as: CR = 3000, c^ = 800 and c^  = 500. By using the value of y ,^ we can calculate 
the value of g{n) and get the following result. 
a= 1.02,A = 4.0 a = 1 .02 ,A-2 .0 a= 1.05,A = 2.0 
~n g(n) Cost g{n) Cost g{n) Cost 
0 5.561799 149.5543 3.168823 502.7736 3.388436 514.1106 
1 5.693035 147.8898 3.252199 445.8654 3.607858 463.1193 
2 5.846896 147.0468 3.357243 412.5420 3.888251 434.8975 
3 6.023833 146.7287* 3.484388 391.1049 4,232663 418.2316 
4 6.224310 146.7674 3.634076 376.4987 4.644297 408.2556 
5 6.448796 147.0607 3.806757 366.1818 5.126511 402.5168 
6 6.697772 147.5427 4.002893 358.7368 5.682837 399.6441 
7 6.971728 148.1690 4.222950 353.3107 6.316979 398.8112* 
8 7.271162 148.9088 4.467409 349.3594 7.032828 399.4905 
9 7.596586 149.7397 4.736758 346.5196 7.834469 401.3287 
10 7.948517 150.6455 5.031493 344.5393 8.726193 404.0807 
11 8.327488 151.6137 5.352123 343.2384 9.712502 407.5710 
12 8.734037 152.6349 5.699165 342.4846 10.79813 411.6703 
13 9.168718 153.7016 6.073148 342.1785* 11.98803 416.2815 
14 9.632092 154.8080 6.474611 342.2441 13.28744 421.3297 
15 10.12473 155.9493 6.904104 342.6223 14.70181 426.7569 
16 10.64723 157.1218 7.362186 343.2663 16.23690 432.5167 
17 11.20017 158.3223 7.849429 344.1387 17.89874 438.5719 
18 11.78418 159.5482 8.366418 345.2093 19.69368 444.8922 
19 12.39986 160.7972 8.913746 346.4530 21.62836 451.4525 
20 13.04786 162.0677 9.492021 347.8496 23.70978 458.2319 
Table 3.5 The value ofg{n) and the long-run average cost per unit Ume 
to the consumer for N-repair policy using different paraw.eters 
Since c^/c., 二 6’ by Theorem 3.1, the optimal N* is the minimum N such that 
g{N) is just greater than 6. Thus, for parameter set (i), 7V*=3; for parameter 
set (ii), N* = 13, and for parameter set (iii), N*=7. And all these results agree 
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with the exact minimum cost for each parameter. Hence we can get the different 
optimal 7V-repair policy under different parameters. 
For the modified n-renewal warranty policy, the simulation method can be 
used again. By using formula (3.16), we can find the long-run average cost per 
unit time for this models. The results are listed below: 
n a 二 1.02, A 二 4.0 a = 1.02, A = 2.0 a = 1.05, A = 2.0 
T ^ 149.5537 502.7710 647.2038 
1 108.6385 380.2174 444.8361 
2 88.8962 337.8606 378.0112 
3 80.8127 301.5780 332.0211 
4 74.8221 283.9921 310.5258 
5 71.2861 273.6612 294.5043 
6 68.6632 263.3321 283.8330 
7 66.5976 257.5302 273.8758 
8 64.7417 252.1485 271.3303* 
9 63.2008 249.5296 274.6793 
10 62.6399 241.3456 280.1087 
11 62.4252* 242.7995 294.3442 
12 63.6976 236.5874 310.4839 
13 66.2258 234.5654 328.8381 
14 69.7317 232.9622 348.3300 
15 73.5519 232.1165 367.7024 
16 77.4654 231.3586 387.2549 
17 81.3725 228.1113 406.8627 
18 85.2941 227.4374 426.4706 
19 89.2157 226.6583 446.0784 
20 93.1373 225.5786 465.6863 
21 97.0588 225.2143 485.2941 
22 100.9804 224.5072* 504.9020 
23 104.9020 226.9175 524.5098 
24 108.8235 228.4728 544.1176 
25 112.7451 232.3134 563.7255 
26 116.6667 237.4937 583.3333 
27 120.5882 243.5138 602.9412 
28 124.5098 250.5462 622.5490 
Table 3.6 The simulated long-run average cost per unit time to 
consum,er under modified n-renewal policy 
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Hence from Table 3.6, it is easy to find the optimal modified n-renewal policies 
using different parameters. For set (i), n*=l l ; for set (ii), n*=22] and for set (iii), 
n*=8. Note that the minimum long-run average costs in Table 3.5 and 3.6 are 
asterisked by “ *，’. 
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Chapter 4 
Analysis of a Repairable M / M / 1 
Queueing System by a Geometric 
Process Model 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a repairable M/M/1 queueing system is being studied. The 
major difference between the classical M/M/1 queueing system and our system 
is that the service station in our system is subject to failure. Moreover, after 
certain times of failure, the failed service station should be replaced by a new and 
identical one. This model seems to be more realistic. Moreover, we assume that 
the successive operating times of the service station form a decreasing GP and 
they are exponentially distributed, whereas the consecutive repair times of the 
service station form an increasing GP and they are also exponentially distributed, 
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but the replacement times of the service station form a RP and they are also 
exponentially distributed. 
By introducing a supplementary variable, a set of the differential equations 
for the probability distribution of the system state is being derived. The set of 
equation can be solved analytically or numerically. Here we use numerical method 
for finding the solution. Moreover, two reliability indices, the rate of occurrence of 
failure (ROCOF) and the availability, are determined. Two numerical examples 
are also studied in this chapter. We then compare the result obtained by the 
numerical method with the result obtained by Monte Carlo method. 
4.2 Model 
We consider a model for a M/M/1 queueing system with a repairable service 
station and one repairman by making the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1. At the beginning, a new service station is installed, and 
there are n customers in the system. 
Assumption 2. Assume that the number of arrivals forms a Poisson process, 
and the successive interarrival times {r^, : n = 1,2,. •.} are IID random variables 
each having the exponential distribution Exp(A) with distribution function 
F(t) = P�Tn < t) = 1 — e — A � t > 0. 
Furthermore, assume the consecutive service times of the customers {xn ： n = 
1 ,2 , . . . } are IID random variables each having the exponential distribution Exp(",) 
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with distribution function 
G{t) = P{Xn < t) = 1 一 e-^\ t > 0. 
Assume that ", > X. 
Assumption 3. Whenever the service station breaks down, it is repaired by 
the repairman immediately. During the repair time, the system is closed, i.e., no 
more customer arrives and no customer can leave the system. After completing 
the repair, the service will be recovered. Moreover, assume that at the mth failure 
time of the service station, it will be replaced by a new and identical one. 
Let Un be the nth replacement time of the service station. Suppose that 
{uJn : n = 1, 2，. •.} are IID each having the exponential distribution Exp(r) with 
distribution function 
H(t) = P{uJn < t) = 1 - e_Tt, t > 0. 
Note that {uJn ： n = 1, 2 , . . . } forms a RP. 
Assumption 4. Let Xi be the operating time after the installation or a 
replacement. In general, let X „ be the operating time of service station after the 
(n - l)th repair. Assume that {Xn ： n = 1’ 2, •..} forms a decreasing GP with 
ratio a > 1，and X „ has the exponential distribution Exp(o" - ia ) with distribution 
function 
Xn{t) 二 P(Xn < t) = 1 — exp{-a^-'at), t > 0. 
Moreover, let ¥„, be the repair time after the nth failure. Assume that {y„ ： 
n = 1，2’...} forms an increasing GP with ratio b and 0 < b < 1’ and ¥„, has the 
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exponential distribution Exp(b"'^p) with distribution function 
y;,(t) = P{Yn < t) = 1 - exp{-b^-'pt), t > 0. 
Assumption 5. We assume that the five random sequences {r„, : n = 
1, 2,. •.}, {xn : n = 1’ 2 , . . . } ’ {uJn : n = 1，2’.. .}，{X^ : n = 1，2’ . . . } and {Y„,： 
n = 1，2, . . . } are independent sequences of independent nonnegative random 
variables. 
In practice, since the accumulated wearing and the aging effect, most systems 
are deteriorative. Therefore, for a deteriorating system, it is reasonable to assume 
that the successive operating times of the service station form a decreasing GP, 
whereas the consecutive repair times of the service station constitute an increasing 
GP. However, the replacement times for the service station are usually IID, no 
matter how old the service station is. Hence, they should form a RP. This is the 
motivation behind the introduction of the GP model. 
Moreover, define the system state at time t of the queueing system by N(t) 
as follows: 
1. N{t) = {i, 0), if at time t the mimber of customers in the system is i and 
the service station is working, i.e., in an up state; 
2. N{t) == (A 1), if at time t the mimber of customers in the system is i but 
the service station breaks down and is being repaired or being replaced, i.e., 
in a down statie. 
Therefore, the state space of the service station is given by 
^ = {(<，j)，i = 0, l , . . . ; j = 0,l}’ (4.1) 
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where the set of iip states is W = {(z, 0), i = 0，1, . . . } , and the set of 
down states is F = {(i, 1), i = 0 ,1 , . . . } . However, it is difficult to study the 
process {N{t), t > 0} directly since it is not a Markov process. To overcome this 
difficulty as suggested first time by Cox[10], we shall introduce a supplementary 
variable I{t) which is defined by 
I{t) = ^, k = 0,l,...w,, (4.2) 
where k is the mimber of previous failures of the service station since the instal-
lation or the last replacement. Consequently, the process {{N(t), I{t)),t > 0} 
is then extended to a three-dimensional Markov process. Note that the state 
(N(t),I{t)) = {i, 0’ k), i = 0，1,... ； k = 0 ,1 , . . . m — 1 means that at time t 
the service station is in up state with i customers in the system, while it had 
failed k times. Moreover, the state {N(t),I(t)) = (i, 1, k), i = 0,1，...； k = 
l , 2 , . . . m — 1 means that at time t there are i customers in the system, the 
service station has failed for k times and is being repaired. However, the state 
{N{t)J{t)) = (i, 1，m), i = 0 ,1 , . . . means that at time t the service station has 
failed m times and is being replaced, hence the system is in a down state. 
Now we can define the probability distribution of the system state at time t 
by 
P.,k{f.n) = P{{N{t) = (i,j),m = • 糊 = ( n , 0 ) , / ( 0 ) = 0)), 
i = 0,1，... ； j = 0; k = 0，2,... m - 1； (4.3) 
i 二 0，1,... ； j = 1; k = l , 2 , . . . m . 
By using the Kolmogorov forward equation, it is easy to derive the differential 
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equations satisfied by Pijk{t, n). For example, we consider the state {N(t), I(t))= 
(0, 0, k), k = 0 , . . .m — 1. Under this condition, the probability distribution 
Poofc(^  + At, n) can be derived as follows: 
Pook{t + ^t,n) 
二 P((7V(f + A*) = (0 ,^ , / (Z + Af) = AO|(iV^ = (n,0), /(0) = 0)) 
二 P _ t ) = (0,0)，I{t) = k)l{N{0) = (n, 0), /(0) = 0))(1 - XAt + o{At)) 
+P((7VW 二（1,0)J{t) = k)l{N{0) = (n, 0)，/(0) = 0))(1 — XAt + o(A^)) 
(fj,At + o(A^))(l - a"aAt + o(At)) 
+o(At). (4.4) 
The above follows since the state at time t + At will be (0, 0，k) if either one of 
following conditions holds. 
1. The state at time t is (0, 0, k), i.e., the system is empty, and in the next 
At unit time, there is no more arrival and the system is still in up state. 
2. The state at time t is (1, 0, k) , i.e., there is only one customer in the system 
where the system is working. In the next At unit time, the customer leaves 
the system diie to completion of service, while there is no new arrival in 
this period. 
From (4.4), the expression can be simplified as follows: 
Pook{t + At, n) = Pook(t, n) ( l - XAt) + P^.(t, n)fiAt + o(At). 
Letting At — 0 yields 
(^ + ^)^ooA:( '^ ”'）二 "'尸慨(力,n), k = 0 , . . . , m 一 1. (4.5) 
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Similarly, we can derive the differential equation for the state {N(t), I{t))= 
{i, 0，0), i = 1 , 2 ’ . . . . 
P-(t + At,n) 
=P((N(t + At) = (i,0),I(t + At) = 0)|(7V(0) = (n,0), / (0 ) = 0)) 
=P({N(t) = (z, 0),I{t) = 0)|(7V(0) = (n, 0)，/(0) = 0))(1 — XAt + o{At)) 
(1 - fjAt + o(At)) ( l — aAt + o{At)) 
^P{(N{t) = (i - 1’ 0)，I{t) = 0)|(7V(0) = (n, 0)，1(0) = 0)){XAt + o{At)) 
(1 - fjAt + o(A^))(l - aAt + o(At)) 
+P((7VW = (z + l , 0 ) , / ( t ) = 0)|(7V(0) = (n ,0 ) , / (0 ) = 0))(1 一 XAt + o(At)) 
(|iAt + o{At)){l — aAt + o{At)) 
+P((iV(t) 二 ( U ) J W 二 ^ ')l(A^(0) = (n ,0) , / (0 ) = 0)){rAt^o(At)) 
^o(At). 
The above follows since the state at time t + At will be (i, 0, 0) if one of following 
conditions holds. 
1. The state at time t is {i, 0，0) and in the next At unit time, there is no 
new arrival and no customer departs, and the system is still in up state. 
2. The state at time t is {i - 1, 0, 0) and a new customer arrives in the next 
At unit time. 
3. The state at time t is {i + 1, 0, 0) and a customer leaves the system due 
to completion of service during the next At imit time. 
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4. The state at time t is (z, 1, m) , i.e., the system had failed m times and is 
replaced by a new and identical one. After At unit time, the replacement 
is completed and the service station is in an up state again. 
From the above conditions, we can simplify as follows: 
F,oo(t + ^t.n) 
= P m { t . n)(l - (A + /i + a)At) + P,.—ioo(t, n)XAt + P_(t, n)(//At) + 
Pi,^,(t,n)rAt + o(At). 
Letting At — 0, we obtain 
( ^ + A + "' + ⑷户‘：一力，"') (4.6) 
=Af;:_ioo(,, n) + fiPi+ioo{t, n) + rP^m(^, n), i = 1，2,... 
The other three differential equations can be obtained in a similar way. 
(^ + X + fi + o,^a)Piok{t,n) 
at 
=A^—iofc(,, n) + fJ,Pi+iok(t, n) + b " m i k [ t , n), (4.7) 
z = l ,2, . . . ;A: = l , 2 , . . . , m - l , 
{^^b'-'mik(f.n) 二 aHaP“t,n), (4.8) 
z = 0,l , . . . ,A: = l , 2 , . . . , m - 1, 
(^  + T)Piimif',n) 二 a^.-、PiOm—“t,n), (4.9) 
i = 0,1, 
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The initial conditions are 
• 
1 if i = n, 
^ ; o o ( 0 , n ) = < 
0 if i • n. 
PiQk(0,n) = 0, :i = 0，l’...； A: = l,2，...m—1, (4.10) 
Piik{0:n) 二 0, i = 0 , l , . . . ; k = l,2,...m,. 
In general, the Laplace transformation can be used for solving the set of 
differential equations (4.5)-(4.9) with the initial condition (4.10). However, this 
is usually a tedious job. Especially, it is not easy to determine the inverse of 
the Laplace transformation. Instead, here we will apply a numerical method, 
the Runge-Kutta method, for solving the differential equations with the initial 
condition for Pijk{t, n). 
4.2.1 Some Reliability Indices 
After obtaining the probability distribution Pijk{t,n), we can easily calculate 
the reliability indices of the service station, such as the availability and the rate 
of occurrence of failures (ROCOF). 
4.2.1.1 Availability 
In fact, the availability of the service station at time t is given by 
A{t) = P(t,he service station is operating at time t) 
oo 
= ^ F ( 7 V ( ^ , n ) = (z,0)) 
? : = o 
oo m—1 
二 E Y ^ P - [ t , n ) . (4.11) 
/=0 k=0 
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If lim,—oo PiQk,{f', n) = A,ok, then the equilibrium availability is determined by 
00 m—l 
A = l^ m A(Z) = Y^ Y . A;ofc. (4.12) 
—°° ,:=o fc=0 
In other words, if lim _^^ oo Pi.jk&t', ”') exists, then lim<i^ oo M^') also exist. Therefore, 
A{t) will tend to a constant. 
4.2.1.2 Rate of Occurrence of Failures (ROCOF) 
The rate of occurrence of failures, or the frequency of system failure, is one 
of the important indices in reliability theory. As Ascher and Feingold [1] men-
tioned: “The rate at which failures of a repairable system occur is of fundamental 
importance in determining such matters as preventive maintenance schemes, re-
placement decisions and the tracking of reliability growth". 
Now, let the number of failures of a system that have occurred by time t be 
Nf{t) and let the expected mimber of failures of the item that have occurred by 
time t be Mf{t). Then 
Mf{t) = E(Nf{t)). (4.13) 
Moreover, the derivative of M/(t) is called the rate of occurrence of failures (R0-
COF) at time t and is denoted by m,f{t). In other words, we have 
Mf(t) = I�m,f(s)ds. (4.14) 
Briefly speaking, if m,f(t) is an increasing function of t, then the expected number 
of failures that have occurred in (s, s + 力]，5 > 0，will be larger than the expected 
number in {0,f]. It implies that the system is deteriorating. On the other hand, 
if m.f{t) is a decreasing function of t, the system is improving. 
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Thus, Mf{t) can be determined form (4.14) accordingly if we have the value 
of m,f{t). For determining mf(t), Lam [15] showed the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 Assume that {{X{t),Xi{t),... ,Xm{t)),t > 0} is a higher dimen-
sional Markov process. Assume further the process has two kinds of states, up 
state W and down state F only. Let the transition probability he 
P(i,.Ti,...,.T^.; j,x[,...,x/^- At) 
二 P((X(t + At),X,(t + At), •. .,Xm{t + At)) = (j,.T；,.. .,<J| 
(XW,XiW,...,X^.W) = (i,Xi,...,.T ,^)) 
y 
Qiji^u .. -,.^m)At + o{At) j + i, 
= < 
l-q,(xi,...,x^)At^o{At) j = i, 
where qi{xi,..., .T^ .) = -gn(-^ i, •..，-^ m) > 0 and Qij{xi,. •.，.x^ .) > 0 for j + i. 
Assume that the Markov process is conservative, i.e., 
Qi{^'l ？ • • • , -^ m) — 5^ 9ij(.Tl, • • •，^m.) 
j_i. 
and q = sup qi{xi,...，x^) < oo. Then the ROCOF is given hy 
__ |-00 /-oo 
mf{t) = Y1 / . . . / Pi(t;Xi, . . . ,Xrn)qij(Xi, . . . ,Tj)dxi. . .dT,^ (4.15) 
iew,jeF -'^ "0 
Go back to oiir repairable M/M/1 queueing system, it follows from Assump-
tion 1-5 and Theorem 4.1, the ROCOF is now given by 
oo m,-l 
爪 厂 ⑷ 二 E E P-{t, n)(o,^-^a). ( 4 . 1 6 ) 
i=0 k=0 
If limt_oo^;ofc(^,^') = A;ofc, the equilibrium ROCOF is given by 
OO m — 1 
爪/ = l imm/ (0 = E E Aofc(a^-'a). (4.17) 
?:=o k=0 
As a result, Mf{t) will have an asymptotic line. 
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4.3 NUMERICAL METHOD 
In general, we can use a numerical method such as Runge-Kutta method 
for solving the differential equations (4.5)-(4.9) with the initial condition (4.10). 
To explain the application of oiir method for evaluating the availability and the 
ROCOF of our queueing model, we consider two numerical examples here. The 
parameter set in Example 1 is a = 1.05’ b = 0.95, a = 2.0, |3 = 9.0, A = 
30.0, // 二 35.0,T = 3.0 and m = 3; the parameter set in Example 2 is a = 
1.01, b = 0.99, a = 3.0, (3 = 8.0, A = 35.0, // = 40.0,r - 3.0 and m = 3. 
Note that in our examples, the ratio a is taken to be 1.05 or 1.01, and b to be 
0.95 or 0.99. They are all close to 1. This is because in most practical cases, the 
decrease in successive operating times is quite slow, and so is the increase in the 
consecutive repair times. This is not only due to our practical experience, but is 
also based on the real data analysis. We can see from Lam [14] that the value of 
the ratio of a GP will lay in [0.95, 1.05 . 
Now, the Runge-Kutta method is applied in order to obtain the solution, and 
the results are compared with that obtained by the Monte Carlo method. For 
the purpose of comparison, we first apply the Monte Carlo method to simulate a 
number of realizations of the system process. Similar to the warranty policy prob-
lem, for each parameter set, the IMSL subroutine DRNEXP is used to generate a 
sequence of IID random variables {Z^ ： n = 1 , 2 ’ . . . } each having the exponential 
distribution Exp(l) . By taking the transformation X^ = Z„ , / (a” - ia ) , the data 
set {Xn ： n = 1 , 2 , . . . } is then a realization of the GP with X ” , �E x p { a ^ - ^ a ) . 
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This is a sequence of simulated operating times for the service station. Similarly, 
the IMSL subroutine DRNEXP can be employed for generating a realization of 
the GP {Yn ： n = 1, 2 , . . . } with V；�Exp(b^ - 'p ) and {W„, ： n = 1’ 2, . . •} with 
Wn �E x p ( r ) , where they are one sequence each of simulated repair times and 
replacement times for the service station. Therefore, a realization of the system 
process is obtained by the Monte Carlo method. This procedure is repeated to 
obtain 2000 realizations. 
Next, for each realization, the mimber of failures n from 1 to 200 and the 
failed times t,n are recorded. Afterwards, the nth failed time t^ are averaged over 
2000 realizations and denoted by ‘，Hence for each n, the average time of t^ is 
the estimate of the expected arrival time to the nth failure. We can then estimate 
Mf{t), the expected mimber of failures that have occurred by time t. Moreover, 
by the Monte Carlo method, the availability A{t) of the service station can be 
estimated by the frequency in 2000 realizations that the system is in up state at 
time t. 
Second, the Runge-Kutta method is applied for finding the solution to equa-
tions (4.5)-(4.9) with the initial condition (4.10). For the purpose of compari-
son between the numerical method and the Monte Carlo method, we partition 
each interval pn_i, Q with ^ = 0 into 40 siibintervals by taking the increment 
hn = {L. — ^n-i)/40. Then, starting from ^ ( ^ , n ) = ^ ( 0 , n ) by (4.10), the 
Runge-Kutta method is applied to evaluate the values of ^ ( t „ , _ i + sh^) for s 
=l”.. ,40 and n=l”..,200 iteratively. Thus, the values of A{t) and m,f{f) can be 
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determined from (4.11) and (4.16) accordingly. Moreover, (4.14) implies that 
\ 
— rin 
Mf{Q = / m,f{s)ds 
./ 0 
|-tn-l rtn 
= / m,f{s)ds + / m,f{s)ds 
./0 -'in-l 
=Mf{tn-i)+ // mf{s)ds, n = l , ^ . , 2 0 0 . 
-'tn-l 
Starting with Mf{to) = M/(0) = 0, the values of M/(t^) then can be evaluated 
by a numerical integration formula, such as the Simpson formula, iteratively. 
Finally, the results obtained by the numerical and the Monte Carlo methods are 
then compared. 
4.3.1 Results 
In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, for Examples 1 and 2 respectively, the estimated values 
of A{t) against t for t G (0, &oo) obtained by these two methods are plotted 
altogether. At the same time, a 0.95 lower bound of A{t) and a 1.05 upper bound 
of A{f) are also plotted in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for clarity of comparison. Here the 
0.95 lower bound of A{t) is calculated by 0.95 A(t), and the 1.05 upper bound 
,.,of A{t) is defined as 1.05 A{t), where the values of A{t) are evaluated by the 
Runge-Kiitta method. Similarly, in Figiires 4.3 and 4.4, for Examples 1 and 2 
respectively, the estimated values of Mf(t) against t for t e (0, ^oo) obtained 
by two different methods are drawn together. Furthermore, a 0.95 lower bound 
of Mf{t) and a 1.05 upper bound of Mf{t) also drawn in the same graph for 
comparison. 
From Figures 4.1 and 4.2, we can see that the values of A(t) calculated by our 
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method and calculated by simulation method are also very close. Furthermore, 
form Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the values of Mf{t) calculated by both methods are 
very close. The relative errors are always less than 5%, say. Because A{t) and 
Mf{t) the functions of Pijk{t) respectively, this means that the values of /¾&((, n) 
obtained by these two methods are also close each other. 
Moreover, from those figures, it is clear that the values of A{t) tend to a 
constant A, whereas the plotting of each Mf{t) against time t seems to be a 
straight line. We are not surprising this result. Because for each example, the 
Markov chain {(N{t)J{t)),t > 0} is irreducible and ergodic, this implies that 
l im“oo i^ : (Z ’n ) exists, and by (4.12) and (4.17), lim^_oo A{t) and limt_oom/(t) 
exist too. Therefore, A{t) will tend to a constant, but Mf{t) will have a asymp-
totic line, i.e, Mf{t) would be proportional to time t asymptotically. This is 
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